2017 Outdoor Quads
Most coed 6’s rules apply. Listed below are some clarifications and/or exceptions.

SERVING



Service order remains the same throughout the game. If a player is discovered serving out
of order, he/she loses the points earned in that service round and the service rotation is
corrected.
A player is not allowed to screen the receiving team from the server. On an opponent’s
request, a player must move sideways; bend over or bend down.

SERVE RECEIVE


No Open hand serve receive allowed.

FIRST TEAM CONTACT


Double contact with overhand finger action is NOT allowed… unless the double-contact
was in defense of a “hard –driven attack. SERVED balls are “Never considered a harddriven attack”
o Hard Driven ball is determined by: 1) defense is a reactive nature 2) speed/pace
of ball 3) distance/time

ROTATION





Players are free to position themselves anywhere within the court. There are no positional
faults.
Ideally there should be 4 players: 2 women and 2 men. Playing with 3 women and 1 man
is acceptable. One woman must be designated to play by the men’s rule. No more than
2 women can hit and block in front of the ten foot line. In order to avoid forfeiting, a team
can play with three players provided there are more women than men playing.
Service order must remain the same as listed at the beginning of the game with the
referee.

NET PLAY



It is legal to cross underneath the net only if there is no contact and/or infringement of
play. If there is interference with the opponent’s play it will be deemed a fault.
It is illegal to touch any part of the net between the antennas.

HITTING



No open hand dinks.
Co-ed rule is not in effect.

BLOCKING


Blocking does not constitute a team contact, and any player may make the first contact of
the ball after the block.

PASSING



Hand sets that drift over the net are not legal.
If a player sets the ball across the net he or she must be square to the flight of the ball,
which is not necessarily perpendicular to the net.

Additional REVERSE QUADS Rules




Male players may not attack the ball in front of the 10-foot line. Male players in front of the
10-foot line may play the ball over the net at any height so long as the ball travels in an
upward direction.
Male players may not participate in a block.
The net is set at Women’s height.

